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Sor Juana's Second Dream 1999 this historically accurate and beautifully written novel explores

the secret inclinations subjective desires and political struggles of the 17th century mexican nun

and poet

Sor Juana's Love Poems 2003-07-01 these exquisite love poems some of them clearly

addressed to women were written by the visionary and passionate genius of mexican letters the

seventeenth century nun sor juana inés de la cruz in this volume they are translated into the

idiom of our own time by poets joan larkin and jaime manrique some of them are rooted in

renaissance courtly conventions others are startlingly ahead of their time seemingly modern in

the naked power of the complex sexual feelings they address

Feminist Perspectives on Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz 1999 called the quintessence of the baroque

and bridge to the enlightenment mexican writer and nun sor juana inés de la cruz has also been

celebrated as the first feminist of the new world feminist perspectives on sor juana inés de la

cruz fills a gap called the quintessence of the baroque and bridge to the enlightenment mexican

writer and nun sor juana inés de la cruz has also been celebrated as the first feminist of the new

world feminist perspectives on sor juana inés de la cruz fills a gap in the scholarship on sor

juana by exploring the implications of her feminist staus in literary and cultural terms editor

stephanie merrim s introduction surveys key issues in sor juana criticism from a feminist literary

perspective and suggests a blueprint for future studies essays by dorothy schons and asunción

lavrin reconstitute essential dimensions or sor juana s world addressing biographical questions

about the norms and values of religious life moving from social norms to their verbal expression

josefina ludmer reads sor juana s respuesta for its stratagems of resistance and stehanie merrim

uncovers in sor juana s theater the encoded drama of the conflicted creative woman

The Sins of Sor Juana 2001 content villancios and devotional poems loa to divine narcissus

divine narcissus devotional exercises for the nine days before the feast of the most pure

incarnation of the son of god jesus christ our lord offerings for the rosary of the fifteen mysteries

to be prayed on the feast of the sorrows of our lady the virgin mary critique of a sermon of one of

the greatest preachers which mother juana called response because of the elegant explanations

with which she responded to the eloquence of his arguments letter of sor philotea response to

the very illustrious sor philotea

Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz 2005 a wealth of background and analytical material makes sor juana

s proto feminist writings newly translated all the more compelling 2014 pen usa literary award for

translation finalist this norton critical edition includes edith grossman s acclaimed translations of

the tenth muse s best known works introductory materials and explanatory footnotes by anna

more along with numerous images additional works by sor juana related writings by ovid saint

teresa of Ávila and diego calleja and historical interpretations seven critical essays by marcelino



menéndez y pelayo irving leonard octavio paz georgina sabat de rivers yolanda martinez san

miguel emilie bergmann and charlene villasenor black diana taylor s interview with jesusa

rodríguez about performing first dream a chronology and selected bibliography

Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz: Selected Works (First International Student Edition) (Norton Critical

Editions) 2016-05-30 this companion provides a chronological survey of latin american poetry

analysis of modern trends and six succinct essays on the major figures

The Cambridge Companion to Latin American Poetry 2018-03-22 the seventeenth century

mexican poet playwright and nun sor juana inés de la cruz is best known for her secular works

most notably her damning indictment of male double standards hombres necios stupid men

however her autos sacramentales allegorical one act plays on the eucharist have received little

attention and have only been discussed individually and out of sequence by examining them as a

collection in their original order their meaning and importance are revealed the autos combine

christian and classical pagan imagery from the old world with the conquest and conversion of the

new world as the plays progress the mystery of christ s greatest gi ft to mankind is deciphered

and is mirrored in spain s gi ft of the true faith to the indigenous mexicans sor juana s own image

is also situated within this baroque landscape presented as a triumph of spanish imperialism an

exotic muse between two worlds

Between Two Worlds: The autos sacramentales of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz 2015-06-12 each of

the book s five chapters evokes a colonial mexican cultural and intellectual sphere the library

anatomy and medicine spirituality classical learning and publishing and printing using an array of

literary texts and historical documents and alongside secondary historical and critical materials

the author stephanie kirk demonstrates how sor juana used her poetry and other works to

inscribe herself within the discourses associated with these cultural institutions and discursive

spheres and thus challenge the male exclusivity of their precepts and precincts kirk illustrates

how sor juana subverted the masculine character of erudition writing herself into an all male

community of scholars from there sor juana clearly questions the gender politics at play in her

exclusion and undermines what seems to be the inextricable link previously forged between

masculinity and institutional knowledge sor juana inés de la cruz and the gender politics of

knowledge in colonial mexico opens up new readings of her texts through the lens of cultural and

intellectual history and material culture in order to shed light on the production of knowledge in

the seventeenth century colonial mexican society of which she was both a product and an

anomaly

Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz and the Gender Politics of Knowledge in Colonial Mexico 2016-06-23

sor juana inés de la cruz 1648 1695 wrote poetry prose and plays and is considered the greatest

of mexican women writers she was an intellectual prodigy reportedly mastering latin in twenty



lessons and at sixteen she entered a convent so that she might continue her learning one of the

most influential early feminists in the new world she answered a bishop s criticism in a letter that

has become a classic defense of the education of women she collected a private library of 4 000

volumes but when she was told that her studies were delaying the progress of her spiritual

education she gave away her books and devoted herself to religious studies traditionally scholars

have attributed only one complete play to sor juana but in 1989 guillermo schmidhuber

discovered a lost play the second celestina which he proved conclusively to be sor juana s

earliest comedia co authored with agustin salazar y torres schmidhuber s critical study is the first

dedicated exclusively to the secular plays and the first to confirm sor juana s authorship of three

dramatic pieces combining literary history and criticism schmidhuber explores the life and

originality of sor juana s dramas and helps elucidate her enigmatic genius though sor juana s

work as a poet and intellectual has received increasing attention in the last decade writing about

her has rarely taken into account her role as dramatist schmidhuber helps correct this critical

imbalance by examining sor juana s plays in light of dramatic theory he finds elements of both

mannerist and baroque theater in her work sometimes both within the same play

The Three Secular Plays of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz 2021-12-14 sor juana inés de la cruz a

seventeenth century mexican nun is one of the most compelling figures of her age a prolific

writer a learned scholar and the first woman theologian of the americas she was also a defender

of the dignity and rights of women in the midst of a fiercely patriarchal culture in this study

michelle gonzalez examines sor juana s contributions as a foremother of many currents of

contemporary theology in particular in joining aesthetics with the quest for truth and justice her

work and witness suggest new avenues for hispanic feminist and other liberation theologies

Sor Juana 2014-04-10 hind draws on poetry short stories plays novels photographs personal

correspondence advertising and interviews to make visible the anti feminine tendencies in

femmenism and to imagine a femmenism that will appeal to the next generation of women

Femmenism and the Mexican Woman Intellectual from Sor Juana to Poniatowska 2010-10-11 sor

juana inés de la cruz 1651 1695 was the most significant literary figure of the colonial period in

spanish america the autos sacramentales or eucharistic plays are some of her least studied and

most perplexing works while one of them el divino narciso has received substantial scholarly

attention the other two el cetro de josé and el mártir del sacramento san hermenegildo have

been critically neglected in sor juana studies this study presents a full length analysis of all three

plays along with their loas or the introductory pieces alongside which they were intended to be

performed furthermore the study seeks to place these works in their philosophical and cultural

context by exploring their engagement both with orthodox catholic sacramental theology and the

emergence of empiricism and the new philosophy across the hispanic world the three sections of



this book each present significant new readings of the three plays the study of el divino narciso

employs a previously little known source to illuminate its christological readings as well as sor

juana s engagement with notions of wit and conceptism the analysis of el cetro de josé explores

her presentation of different approaches to perception to emphasise the importance of both the

material and the transcendent to a holistic understanding of the sacraments the final section on

san hermenegildo explores the influence on the play of the christianised stoicism of justus lipsius

and demonstrates how sor juana used the work to attempt her most ambitious reconciliation of

an empirical approach to natural philosophy and the material world with a neostoic approach to

christian morality and orthodox catholic sacramental theology

The autos sacramentales of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz 2018-03-30 virginia aspe s erudite

approaches to the theory of freedom offers a new interpretation of primero suen o probably the

highest spanish written poem written by the nun sor juana ine s de la cruz aspe considers the

philosophical and theological influences regarding sor juana s development of her concept and

ideal of freedom with vast erudition aspe helps advance the field of sor juana studies beyond

what paz was able to accomplish she emphasises the influence of the jesuit theology of the

university of coimbra new perspectives and references available to the spanish speaking world

such as the recent translation of several previously unknown latin texts from sor juana s mexican

contemporaries provide insights that help aspe take our understanding of the poem further and

cast new lights on her idea of freedom as well as her background and references approaches to

the theory of freedom help us to become familiar with the way this magnificent poem becomes a

defense of freedom that is why this book means a significant contribution to our understanding of

sor juana s thought and the poetry of sor juana s period

Approaches to the Theory of Freedom in Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz 2018-05-06 focusing on

pictorial literary screen and operatic representations of juana of castile this is the first

interdisciplinary book that incorporates both sides of the coin history and myth fact and fiction

that shaped the enigmatic image of this much maligned spanish queen even though the fictional

reinvention of juana of castile has been the subject of sporadic articles this is the first time that

an english language reader has access to a book that takes an in depth look at the panorama of

literary pictorial musical and cinematic recreations of this historical character the editors aim is to

incorporate works of authors from different countries spain mexico the dominican republic france

and an entire spectrum of literary genres narrative poetry theater essay as well as opera and the

visual arts from publisher s description

Juana of Castile 2008 latin america s great poet rendered into english by the world s most

celebrated translator of spanish language literature sor juana 1651 1695 was a fiery feminist and

a woman ahead of her time like simone de beauvoir she was very much a public intellectual her



contemporaries called her the tenth muse and the phoenix of mexico names that continue to

resonate an illegitimate child self taught intellectual and court favorite she rose to the height of

fame as a writer in mexico city during the spanish golden age this volume includes sor juana s

best known works first dream her longest poem and the one that showcases her prodigious

intellect and range and response of the poet to the very eminent sor filotea de la cruz her

epistolary feminist defense evocative of mary wollstonecraft and emily dickinson of a woman s

right to study and to write thirty other works playful ballads extraordinary sonnets intimate poems

of love and a selection from an allegorical play with a distinctive new world flavor are also

included

Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz: Selected Works 2014-09-29 sor juana inés de la cruz 1651 1695 was

the most significant literary figure of the colonial period in spanish america the autos

sacramentales or eucharistic plays are some of her least studied and most perplexing works

while one of them el divino narciso has received substantial scholarly attention the other two el

cetro de josé and el mártir del sacramento san hermenegildo have been critically neglected in

sor juana studies this study presents a full length analysis of all three plays along with their loas

or the introductory pieces alongside which they were intended to be performed furthermore the

study seeks to place these works in their philosophical and cultural context by exploring their

engagement both with orthodox catholic sacramental theology and the emergence of empiricism

and the new philosophy across the hispanic world the three sections of this book each present

significant new readings of the three plays the study of el divino narciso employs a previously

little known source to illuminate its christological readings as well as sor juana s engagement

with notions of wit and conceptism the analysis of el cetro de josé explores her presentation of

different approaches to perception to emphasise the importance of both the material and the

transcendent to a holistic understanding of the sacraments the final section on san hermenegildo

explores the influence on the play of the christianised stoicism of justus lipsius and demonstrates

how sor juana used the work to attempt her most ambitious reconciliation of an empirical

approach to natural philosophy and the material world with a neostoic approach to christian

morality and orthodox catholic sacramental theology

Juana (EasyRead Super Large 24pt Edition) 1896 a life of the seventeenth century poet

intellectual and feminist who became a nun and eventually gave up secular learning places her in

her times and in spanish intellectual tradition and examines the contradictions in her personality

The autos sacramentales of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz 2018-03-09 there are over 300 000

gravesites in evergreen cemetery and all of the occupants are resting in peace except for two

one with a warning to give the other who the warning is about following in the influential footsteps

of dark classics such as dr jekyll and mr hyde the island of dr moreau and the exorcist multi



award winning author keith steinbaum brings you in lieu of flowers where death is only the

beginning the beginning of the end

Sor Juana, Or, The Traps of Faith 1988 this is a close reading of selected poetic dramatic and

prose works by sor juana ines de la cruz 1651 1695 with the intent of elucidating ways in which

this important colonial mexican intellectual and literary figure created a textual self through her

writing the book analyzes sor juana s complex varied and strategic process of literary self

fashioning the self promotional and self protective functions that it served and its consequences

for readers of her and subsequent generations the book situates its readings of sor juana s work

against the background of the arc of her career its ascent in the 1680s to its descent and

disintegration in the 1690s the book does not try to reassemble the life of a literary figure rather it

explores the traces of that figure s process of literary self fashioning contextually and over time

illustrated

In Lieu of Flowers 2024-03-26 the politics and poetics of sor juana inés de la cruz examines the

role of occasional verse in the works of the celebrated colonial mexican nun the poems that sor

juana wrote for special occasions birthdays funerals religious feasts coronations and the like have

been considered inconsequential by literary historians but from a socio historical perspective

george antony thomas argues they hold a particular interest for scholars of colonial latin

american literature for thomas these compositions establish a particular set of rhetorical

strategies which he labels the author s political aesthetics he demonstrates how this body of the

famous nun s writings previously overlooked by scholars sheds new light on sor juana s

interactions with individuals in colonial society and throughout the spanish empire

Literary Self-fashioning in Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz 2004 a record of the first international

women playwrights conference edited to bring out the highlights of discussions with index

bibliographies of playwrights and appendix

Louis Lambert. Facino Cane. Gambara. Melmoth absolved, etc. v.31. Juana. A drama on the

seashore. The hated son, etc 1896 juana also known as les maranas is a novel written by the

french author honoré de balzac the story goes that a long standing tradition among generations

of french courtesans is to maintain the surname marana until one woman decides to defy the

norm she chooses to forsake custom give her daughter the surname of her father and raise her

within a reputable household this is the tale of the daughter who breaks away from her mother s

legacy

The Politics and Poetics of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz 2016-03-03 gale group inc of the thomson

corporation presents a biographical sketch of mexican nun and poet juana ines de la cruz 1651

1695 the sketch highlights cruz s early life and writings a list of her poems essays plays and

other works is provided



International Women Playwrights 1993 what the women i write about have in common is that

they are all rebels with a cause and i see myself represented in their mirror asserts alicia gaspar

de alba looking back across a career in which she has written novels poems and scholarly works

about sor juana inés de la cruz la malinche coyolxauhqui the murdered women of juárez the

salem witches and chicana lesbian feminists gaspar de alba realized that what links these

historically and socially diverse figures is that they all fall into the category of bad women as

defined by their place culture and time and all have been punished as well as remembered for

rebelling against the frames imposed on them by capitalist patriarchal discourses in un framing

the bad woman gaspar de alba revisits and expands several of her published articles and

presents three new essays to analyze how specific brown female bodies have been framed by

racial social cultural sexual national regional historical and religious discourses of identity as well

as how chicanas can be liberated from these frames employing interdisciplinary methodologies of

activist scholarship that draw from art literature history politics popular culture and feminist theory

she shows how the bad women who interest her are transgressive bodies that refuse to

cooperate with patriarchal dictates about what constitutes a good woman and that queer alter the

male centric and heteronormative history politics and consciousness of chicano mexicano culture

by unframing these bad women and rewriting their stories within a revolutionary frame gaspar de

alba offers her compañeras and fellow luchadoras empowering models of struggle resistance and

rebirth

Juana 2019-12-04 the great galeoto folly or saintliness two plays done from the verse of josé

echegaray into english prose by hannah lynch by josé echegaray translated by hannah lynch

published by good press good press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every

genre from well known classics literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered

gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read each good press edition has

been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e readers and devices our goal

is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to everyone in a high quality digital

format

Sor Juana Ines De La Cruz 2014-07-15 this collection reviews what has been categorized as the

good and the bad of steinbeck s short novels looking beyond the careless labeling that has

characterized a great deal of commentary on steinbeck s writing to the true strengths and

weaknesses of the works

[Un]framing the "Bad Woman" 2023-10-25 over the course of the past twenty five years feminist

theory has had a forceful impact upon the history of western philosophy the present collection of

essays has as its primary aim to evaluate past women s published philosophical work and to

introduce readers to newly recovered female figures the collection will also make contributions to



the history of the philosophy of gender and to the history of feminist social and political

philosophy insofar as the collection will discuss women s views on these issues the volume

contains contributions by an international group of leading historians of philosophy and political

thought whose scholarship represents some of the very best work being done in north and

central america canada europe and australia

The great Galeoto; Folly or saintliness. two plays done from the verse of José Echegaray into

English prose by Hannah Lynch 1990 a bilingual anthology of writings by both secular and

religious women writers from colonial latin america through the 19th century

The Short Novels of John Steinbeck 2019-06-26 this book maps the field of seventeenth century

women s writing in spanish english and french and situates the work of sor juana more clearly

within that field it holds up the multi layered proto feminist writings of sor juana as a meaningful

lens through which to focus the literary production of her female contemporaries merrim s book

advances the integration of hispanic women authors and women s issues into the panorama of

early modern women s writing and opens up unexplored commonalities between sor juana and

her sister writers early modern women writers whose works are explored include marie de

gournay margaret fell fox catalina de erauso maria de zayas ana caro mme de lafayette anne

bradstreet st teresa and margaret lucas cavendish merrim s study provides a full bodied picture

of the resources that the cultural and historical climates of the seventeenth century placed at the

disposal of women writers the manners in which women writers instrumentalized them the

building blocks and concerns of early modern women s writing and the continuities between early

modern and modern women s writing written in an engaging clear manner this innovative study

will be of interest not only to hispanists but also to scholars in early modern studies women s

studies history and comparative literature

Feminist History of Philosophy: The Recovery and Evaluation of Women's Philosophical Thought

1999 called by her contemporaries the tenth muse sor juana inés de la cruz 1648 1695 has

continued to stir both popular and scholarly imaginations while generations of mexican

schoolchildren have memorized her satirical verses only since the 1970s has her writing received

consistent scholarly attention focused on complexities of female authorship in the political

religious and intellectual context of colonial new spain this volume examines those areas of

scholarship that illuminate her work including her status as an iconic figure in latin american and

baroque letters popular culture in mexico and the united states and feminism by addressing the

multiple frameworks through which to read her work this research guide serves as a useful

resource for scholars and students of the baroque in europe and latin america colonial

novohispanic religious institutions and women s and gender studies the chapters are distributed

across four sections that deal broadly with different aspects of sor juana s life and work



institutional contexts political economic religious intellectual and legal reception history literary

genres and directions for future research each section is designed to provide the reader with a

clear understanding of the current state of the research on those topics and the academic

debates within each field

Madres Del Verbo 1999 set against the backdrop of the peninsular war balzac s novella juana

focuses on a storied family of french courtesans who have achieved legendary status for many

generations the women have lived outside of the bounds of polite society eschewing the familial

involvement of men and maintaining a matrilineal tradition but with the birth of a little girl named

juana everything changes

Early Modern Women's Writing and Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz 2017-04-28 a collection of short

stories each reflecting daniel olivas chicano culture a life growing up in los angeles his exposure

to jewish life as a jew by choice and his experience being the parent of a gay son the stories are

character driven which also ebb and flow among various styles including magical realism social

realism and speculative fiction provided by publisher

The Routledge Research Companion to the Works of Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz 2014-07-01

reproduction of the original the great galeoto folly or saintliness by hannah lynch

Juana 2017-09-19 this book brings together the portraits and autobiographical texts of six 17th

century latin american women drawing on primary sources that include inquisition and

canonization records confessional and mystic journals and legal defenses and petitions

The King of Lighting Fixtures 2020-07-27 a sensational novel by balzac about sentiments and

emotions of a girl called juana he has portrayed the realistic elements of flagrantly romantic

qualities and violent passion in a very stunning way captivating

The Great Galeoto Folly Or Saintliness 2003-08-07 one of the most dramatic figures among latin

america s romantic writers and the distinguished woman writer of her century juana manuela

gorriti brings passion and intrigue to the scene of writing an exile from her native argentina who

sought refuge first in bolivia and then in peru her lifetime of travel and displacement is echoed in

her fictions her short stories tell of homelessness and nomadic yearnings taking the reader from

the peruvian highlands where spanish colonizers plot to rob the treasures of the incas to the

argentine capital city plagued by sinister political intentions her later fictions move from chile to

scenes of the california gold rush covering the wide landscape of the americas gorriti tracks the

spirit of nineteenth century adventurers and dandies nation builders and soldiers who participate

in the conflicts of settlement in a new and lawless land women are the protagonists here

mediating episodes of civil strife as they voice their despair about the treachery of fortune

seekers in latin america in the years following independence from spain dreams and realities

offers a sampling of gorriti s stories showing the range of her commitment to political fiction



drawn in the romantic style originally published in four volumes under the titles suenos y

realidades and panoramas de la vida her works deal with the tyranny of the rosas regime the

mediating role of women and the clash of european and indigenous cultures notwithstanding her

personal political leanings gorriti s stories and fictions provide a generous dose of swashbuckling

adventure and romance translated into english for the first time by sergio waisman and with an

introduction chronology and critical notes by francine masiello the book gives a woman s view of

the world of political intrigue and civil unrest that marks latin america s turbulent nineteenth

century

Neither Saints Nor Sinners 2006-07

Juana EasyRead Comfort Edition 2003-09-26

Dreams and Realities : Selected Fiction of Juana Manuela Gorriti 2021-03-16

Juana
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